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Abstract

In this paper we corroborate and advance insights about iteration characteristics in the fuzzy front end (FFE) of product development processes
In this paper we corroborate and advance insights about iteration characteristics in the fuzzy front end (FFE) of product development processes
(PDPs). We captured the characteristics of 122 iterations embedded in design activities and found empirical evidence for several iteration
(PDPs). We captured the characteristics of 122 iterations embedded in design activities and found empirical evidence for several iteration
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start with a working session (W) and end with a presentation,
feedback, and discussion session (PFD) [24]. Regarding their
appearance, Safoutin [25] differentiated repetition, progression,
and feedback iterations; Cash and Štorga [26] integrated
ideation, problem solving, and design development; while
Costa [27] established an iteration framework of rework,
design, and behavior. In this study, we refer to a set of “iteration
stereotypes” (cf. section 2), organized by Wynn and Eckert [1]
according to three main functions of iterations, i.e. to progress
toward completion; to correct errors and/or implement change;
or to coordinate people, decisions, and/or workflows.
Recognizing these stereotypes is an important step in their
effective handling [1], especially if they are to be characterized
in-situ. Such characterization can be simply descriptive,
without any judgement about how “good,” “successful,” or
“important” a single iteration is for the design process.
Besides characteristics of single iterations, there might also
be patterns of iteration sequences, similar to the “divergenceconvergence” pattern in design and development processes [28]
or the “breathe in, breathe out” pattern described by Mussgnug
et al. [29]. For example, Austin et al. [30] studied workshop
teams working on a building design problem and observed that
the designers iterated rapidly among several successive design
phases. Boudouh et al. [31] also observed engineering students
working together in a conceptual design process, finding that
most iterations were expected, short in duration, and added
value – rather than being unexpected, long, and aimed at
correcting errors. While Smith and Tjandra [21] stated that
different perspectives on iteration might be viewed as
“complementary rather than competing,” they emphasized the
importance of more research by direct observation of iterations
in industrial projects which are carried out by real-world design
teams, such as recent examples of real-time performance
measurement in the design projects of Škec et al. [32].
The aim of this study was to reveal new insights related to
the design and development process by providing empirical
evidence of iteration stereotypes in the FFE of real-world PDPs.
We focused on development activities of design teams from
mainly small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). We
conducted and observed workshops with teams that were
working on their company-specific, business-relevant design
challenge with regard to their new product and service
development. As design-related iteration literature has unfolded
in the approaches of describing iteration elements or their
appearance, we investigated whether both approaches could be
integrated and directly applied in PDPs.
2. Theoretical Background
The “taxonomy of iterative stereotypes” described by Wynn
and Eckert [1] is a comprehensive framework of iteration
appearance, based on Wynn’s [33] six non-orthogonal
perspectives on iteration. As iteration stereotypes are simplified
depictions of iteration that can concisely express key
characteristics of iterative situations, the authors organized the
stereotypes according to three main functions of iterations,
which are (1) to progress toward completion; (2) to correct
errors and/or to implement change; and (3) to coordinate
people, decisions, and/or workflows.

2.1. Stereotypes of progressive iterations
Progressive iterations are characterized by uncertainty in
problem and solution definitions as well as the bounded
rationality of the problem solver. As problem solving creates
information and knowledge [1,34] and both can be used to
revisit and consider issues with more insight [35], progression
stereotypes suggest that iteration is necessary [1]. They appear
with the stereotypes of Exploration, Concretization,
Convergence, Refinement, and Incremental Completion.
Exploration describes the concurrent and iterative
exploration of problem and solution space during creative
problem-solving [1], highlighting the ill-defined nature of
activities and goals [12], evolving in a disordered process of
discovering, structuring, and addressing emerging issues at a
fixed design level [1].
Concretization describes the revisiting of design elements at
increasing levels of definition [1] while ensuring their consistency [25,36]. Thus, ambiguity about the design is progressively reduced by creating more detailed information [37].
Convergence describes the iterative determination of
suitable parameters and/or detail adjustments in a monotonic
fashion, in order to meet well-defined (performance) objectives
when the main form of design is already determined [1] so that
the remaining problems can be reduced [35].
Refinement captures situations in which solutions are
further adjusted and improved to meet secondary objectives
while they meet all primary ones. This may happen as intended
to improve design elegance or to reduce costs (e.g. in software
development, modifying the system’s internal structure to
improve maintainability, without changing its external
behavior [65]), or unintentionally if additional time is available
and/or evaluation criteria are subjective [1].
Incremental Completion describes the planned repetition of
an activity to gradually move toward a goal [1], e.g. by
decomposing a system into its components and working on
them (simultaneously) with different resources in a similar
manner before integration [36]. While Incremental Completion
captures repeating an activity on different aspects of the same
design, Refinement comprises revisiting the same design
aspect by applying different tasks and/or information [1].
2.2. Stereotypes of corrective iterations
Corrective iterations are characterized by responding to
unplanned and unfavorable issues that emerge, such as new
information that reveals design flaws [38]. It is often associated
with activities such as system integration; testing and handling
of engineering changes, e.g. re-designing of parts [39]; or regenerating design output after input updates [40]. While
corrective iteration is undesirable in general and would not be
necessary without the unfavorable issues that emerge, it can still
have positive effects in the form of additionally generated
knowledge or value-adding design changes [41] in the form of
New Work, Rework, and Churn.
New Work describes corrections so that a solution meets its
requirements in a different way [42,43], e.g. if different solution
principles afford different working approaches, which in turn
may initiate work that was initially not needed [1].
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Rework describes a required task repetition as the original
task was attempted with imperfect information and/or
assumptions [44]. It may also be caused if wrong information
is used at the wrong time [45] or if work is too complex for
identifying an efficient order to make progress on the work
packages [16]. In contrast to New Work, Rework applies the
same/similar approach to conduct the task. Even though it is
often described in the literature, its measurement techniques are
still lacking in project management [46].
Churn covers situations in which problem parts are revisited
without converging, as each solution attempt creates problems
at other parts. Being often linked with design complexity or
self-propagating Rework [1], it can be perceived as failed Convergence and might be influenced by work allocation across
teams, externally induced change, and imperfect testing [35].
2.3. Stereotypes of coordinative iterations
Coordinative iterations are characterized by structures and
approaches to increase process effectiveness and efficiency
and/or predictability. They are expected to provide benefits by,
for example, reducing the risk and amount of costly iteration
somewhere else. They are also associated with set-based design
and agile development approaches [1] and appear as
Governance, Negotiation, Parallelization, Comparison, and
Concentration.
Governance describes facilitation of oversight and
management by allowing frequent information releases, e.g. as
a process of risk management for “controlled, feedback-based
redesign” [47] to regulate risk through the introduction of
(repeating) design reviews [48], or more generally to provide
frequent feedback releases from users and/or an evolving
context [49]. In either case, governance describes feedbackenabling structures which shall ensure completion on time,
within budget, and with the expected quality, “while iteration
involving project management processes regulates design
progress and schedule risks” [1].
Negotiation describes situations that are used for identifying
solutions based on the emerging understanding among several
participants and mutually accepted trade-offs between their
respective goals and constraints [50]. As negotiation is
characterized by multi-directional information flow among
stakeholders, e.g. individuals, teams, or companies [1], its
difficulty rises with the number of negotiated parameters [51]
and the number of involved stakeholders, respectively. Moreover, it may appear at the beginning of design processes when
participants do not know what to expect or what to achieve [52].
Parallelization describes the overlapping of successive tasks
or phases within the PDP, which may involve either update
communication during upstream task convergence in the
overlapping period or revisiting downstream work due to
successive change [53,54].
Comparison describes considering several alternatives in
parallel before enough information is gathered to decide among
them, which may require the repeating of activities to take the
options further. These “narrowing iterations” [38] shape the
funnel in the FFE of PDPs [55] as they appear during the
generation, comparison, and recombination of several concepts
[1,56].
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Concentration describes the repetition of tasks or processes
on different information/work packages [1], in order to benefit
from economies of scale, e.g. when work packages are collected
into batches to reduce set-up time, or in the period after outsourcing. Thus, the process performance may increase, as
discussed in research on lean product development [1,57, 58].
3. Research Design
We corroborate and advance the understanding of iteration
stereotypes in the FFE of PDPs, based on our observations of
real design teams that were working in a workshop setting on a
company-specific, business-relevant design challenge with
regard to their new product and service development. The
direct and industry-relevant outcomes of such workshops are
new product ideas as well as trained and motivated teams [59].
3.1. Research sample
Data for our sample were garnered from observations of
eight 2.5-days workshops, each of which was conducted with
another company or business unit engaged in a specific design
challenge. Participating companies applied for taking part in
the workshops. The call for participation was announced
publicly on the funding body’s website. During the selection
process, we considered the companies’ challenges in product
development and innovation, their expressed willingness to
scrutinize and change the status quo, as well as their described
ability to do so. Although the majority of companies dealt with
new product developments in B2B- and B2C-markets, we also
had service companies in our sample, allowing for the
generalizability of our findings. Prior to the workshop, based
on the company’s challenges, the company’s sponsor (usually
the CEO or a board member) and the workshop moderator
determined the workshop topic, cf. Table 1. Common to all
participating organizations was the fact that they tackled a
challenge within the workshop that they failed to resolve
internally beforehand.
Table 1: Overview of participating companies with their industry sector and
initially-defined design challenge.
Industry

Workshop Topic / Design Challenge

Machine & plant
construction

How can we cool all machine formats with little
footprint and minimal investments?

Insurance

How do we generate a social benefit with [service
name]?

Machine
manufacturer

How might we address the challenge of the
[machine name]’s successor?

Tools, food, print

How can we support our customers in the kitchen of
the future?

Machine
manufacturer

What problems do we have to solve so that we can
handle different shapes and materials at different
speeds? How do we extend functions with one
platform for capsule production and filling systems?

“Speed boat” in
financial sector

How do we ensure that our [product name] offer is
maximally utilized by our customers?

Data science

How can we enrich individual life events with social
added value?

Service provider

How do we become an innovation hub for SMEs?
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The observed teams were multi-disciplinary staffed with, on
average, 14.2 participants from a broad range of corporate
functions, as prerequisites for conducting the workshop. The
company’s workshop sponsor participated as well, to point out
the workshop’s importance for the company’s future. Some
companies used the chance to complement their teams and
invited 1 to 2 external guests to broaden the experience and take
their perspectives into account.
3.2. Research setting
We conducted the workshops (one at a time) in a companyexternal and semi-controlled research space which featured a
distinct workshop concept of three phases [60]. Although the
generalized workshop concept is described in three consecutive
phases, the actual evolving workshop processes might have
“jumped” between activities and phases. Participants might
have explicitly referred and questioned earlier interim results,
reflected on new insights, and acted upon those insights.
Following this non-linear approach [61], the co-evolution
between problem and solution space was explicitly encouraged
in two ways. First, as each individual iteration comprised a W
and PFD session, each sub-team presented its working output
to the other sub-teams and received feedback to reflect on its
working direction and potentially deflect its working direction.
Second, each workshop was guided by one out of three
experienced moderators with an industry-related background to
facilitate the workshop process and tailor the workshop to the
companies’ needs. They guided participants through three
phases, as described below.
Phase 1: Identifying the ‘right’ questions. Participants
started exploring their business context by drawing an
environment map which showed their customers, competitors,
and suppliers, as well as relevant technologies, the socioeconomic environment, and politics. The analysis of this map
comprised an identification of important signals, i.e. trends,
chances, and risks that were suspected of possibly emerging in
the coming years, as well as interpretations of how to operate
in this environment.
Following a user-centered approach, the participants
worked on an overview of stakeholders (stakeholder map),
clustered their findings, and selected the most important
stakeholders (stakeholder analysis) to head the forthcoming
development process in promising directions. Up to this point,
the participants had worked individually, but then they formed
small (sub-) teams of 3 to 5 participants, each of which created
a persona corresponding to the selected stakeholders. They
collected and defined basic information such as name,
demographics, character traits, hobbies, visions, and the
assumed needs at the (potential) touchpoint with the company.
To gain empathy with their persona, each team presented its
persona from the persona’s point of view, and receives
feedback from the other teams to improve appearance,
coherence, completeness, and depth of their persona. Aiming
at identifying the persona’s needs (need-finding), the teams
simulated the persona’s customer or user journey by applying
current products and services, experiencing pros and cons, and
identifying potential workarounds.

Eventually, the participants distilled their insights and
formulated concise problem statements (user stories) for the
needs of each persona. In some cases, they re-formulated these
single-sentence user stories into questions in order to ease the
ideation in the following phase.
Phase 2: Identifying promising solutions. This second
phase began with a short warm-up challenge to learn more
about ideation, e.g. the generation, re-combination, evaluation,
and selection of ideas, and to reflect on divergent and
convergent thinking. For the first relevant ideation sessions, the
participants applied methods such as classical brainstorming,
“brain walks” outside the workshop rooms, or the 6-3-5
method. They clustered their ideas and proceeded with
visualizations such as collaborative sketching, and/or applying
concepts such as powers of ten and/or thinking in analogies.
Based on their visualized ideas, the participants conducted
several sessions on soft- and hard-prototyping to increase their
understanding of problem and solution spaces, as well as to
communicate their insights. Moreover, their prototypes
supported their decision making and facilitated deducing of the
next steps. When teams lacked information, they searched the
web with iPads, interviewed local people, or called experts. In
the case of service design challenges, they validated their
hypotheses in role-playing scenarios (Wizard of Oz prototypes)
and received feedback from their fellow participants.
As the participants gave and received feedback at the end of
each iteration, this feedback was produced with the goal of
being as valuable as possible for the presenting team. The
moderator introduced feedback roles (symbols for the user’s
perspective, for highlighting positive aspects and encouraging
constructive suggestions to build upon) to structure the giving
of feedback; the same was done for the receiving of feedback.
Participants learned how to prepare a pitch, i.e. how to embed
their ideas in context, focus on the persona’s needs, highlight
the idea’s key features, and present all of this in a consistent
story. The last iteration in this phase closed with a final pitch.
Phase 3: Getting things done. The third workshop phase
was aimed at preparing the company for implementing the
generated results, i.e. developing the product ideas further in
their respective PDPs, and setting up the organizational change
that might be necessary to do so. To direct this development,
the participants created a vision of what they wanted to achieve
within one year and wrote an article in a mock newspaper using
a title page template. Bridging the gap between the current state
(workshop results) and the envisioned future state is considered
as project management by defining milestones and deducing
the next steps to get there. The workshop closed with a
reflection and feedback session about what the participants
learned and what they wanted to transfer to their company.
3.3. Data collection and analysis
We applied an observational research approach to collect
qualitative data throughout the workshops. To capture the
workshop process with its different activities, we observed the
participants, wrote a detailed workshop diary, shot hundreds of
photos, and videotaped the PFD sessions of each iteration. To
distinguish among iterations, we used the definition of a
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recurring cycle in which an iteration started with a W session
and ended with a PFD session [24].
After each observed iteration, we conducted and videotaped
a short (2 to 5 minutes) in-situ interview with the workshop
moderator according to a structured reflection guideline (cf.
Table 2). This interview guideline covered the input, output,
and actual activity with its stereotypical characteristics, as well
as the next iteration’s goal [62,66]. To capture the different
emerging iteration stereotypes, we embedded in the activitydimension of the guideline the framework of iteration
characteristic by Wynn [33]. To prevent moderators’
overconfidence in thinking that some activities were naturally
linked with specific stereotypes, we let them first describe in
detail what happened during the iteration, e.g. what the
participants did, what information/material/space was used,
how working results were created, whether something unusual
happened, etc. In a second step, they compared their description
with the different iteration stereotype definitions (they were
trained and calibrated prior to the workshops by jointly
discussing the framework of iteration characteristics described
by Wynn [33]). Then, the moderators could either choose an
iteration stereotype if they saw an appropriate fit or they could
describe in their own words how they would characterize the
iteration. Thus, new stereotype categories could emerge.
We observed 122 iterations, of which 107 were directly
described and characterized by the moderators (while the
participating teams were already working on their activities in
the subsequent iteration). However, in a few cases the
moderator might not have had enough time during the
antecedent iteration to conduct the interview, so he/she had to
describe and characterize up to three iterations later on in the
workshop process [62,66].
For coding of the iterations, we extracted the iteration
stereotypes directly from the videotaped interviews in case they
were clearly stated by the workshop moderators, or we coded
the characteristics if they only described what the participants
actually did and how they would characterize their activities
(we coded e.g. “divergent thinking” and “ideation” into the new
stereotype category “ideation”).
Table 2: Interview guideline for the iteration reflection with the workshop
moderators after each observed iteration [62].
Dimension

Question to reflect on

Scale

Input

What was input and starting point of
this iteration?

free speech

Activity

What did the participants actually do
and how would you characterize it
(e.g. as exploration, convergence,
refinement, rework, negotiation,
repetition, or as something else)?

free speech,

Output

What is the concrete output of the
iteration, and is there anything
unexpected about it?

free speech

Performance

How do you evaluate the performance of the iteration? Effectiveness:
off target to overmatch target.
Efficiency: time wasted to very fast

–3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3
–3 –2 –1 0 1 2 3

Goal

What is the goal for the next
iteration?

free speech

selection, or free
speech
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4. Results
In the first part of the results, we summarize iteration
characteristics for each coded iteration category, including two
newly identified iteration stereotypes. The descriptions cover
what the participants actually did during the evolving
workshop process, based on the data from the interviews with
the moderators, the detailed workshop diary, the photos, and
the videotaped PFD sessions. In the second part of the results,
we show the distribution of the identified iteration stereotypes
in terms of occurrence and duration. Where appropriate, we
include the additional iteration stereotypes.
4.1. Identified iteration characteristics
The following sub-sections describe the dominant iteration
characteristics that we identified in the evolving workshop
processes, including the two new identified stereotypes of
Ideation and Consolidation. The findings are based on our own
observations as well as data extracted from in-situ moderator
interviews conducted after each observed iteration.
Exploration: While ‘identifying the right problem’ (in
workshop phase one), the participants primarily explored the
problem space originating from the initially ill-defined design
challenge (workshop topic). Using an environment map to
collect insights about their customers and markets, legal and
technology-related issues, etc. enhanced their general understanding of the organization’s situation. An evaluation and
interpretation of this map triggered an emerging structure of
current and potential future business stakeholders, which could
then be investigated in detail. Creating personas and
discovering their pain-points in need-finding activities such as
market research, role playing customer journeys, and
conducting ad-hoc interviews allowed for an evolution of the
design challenge that would be addressed in the second
workshop phase.
In the next phase ‘identifying promising solutions’, the
participants explored the solution space by prototyping their
generated ideas with manifold materials. Learning more about
the potential and perceived product properties (i.e. obstacles
and advantages) in their applications was, at this level of design
definition, a rather disordered process. However these led to
the evolution of potential solution concepts and promising
interim results. While participants in workshop phase one were
mostly overwhelmed by the complexity of the problem space,
they enjoyed learning about – and getting a grip on – their
solutions in the second workshop phase. In particular,
prototyping sessions provided participants the opportunity to
get into the state of ‘flow.’ Moreover, in both cases the amount
of insights, the gained knowledge, the number of design
concepts and solution alternatives, and business opportunities
increased.
Ideation: Once the initially ill-defined design challenge was
reframed and clearly stated (i.e. in a problem statement or with
user stories), the participants started generating ideas on how
to tackle the issues and overcome the problems. Divergent
thinking was encouraged by activities such as classical brainstorming and brain-walks as well as the scribbling of ideas and
visualizations of additional potential solution concepts. In most
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cases, the participants could not wait to think “out-of-the-box,”
and to fill and expand the solution space with their ideas.
Refinement: If larger and longer activities such as needfinding or prototyping needed more than one iteration, the
second iteration especially appeared as a refinement stereotype.
While the most important requirements could already be
satisfied with the outcome of a first iteration, several aspects of
these interim results (such as secondary characteristics) were
modified and improved in a second turn. This was observed
during the first and second workshop phase while the
participants elaborated on the problem and solutions space and
while interim results were optimized (e.g. prototypes were built
with soft materials in an initial iteration and got improved with
more durable materials in a following iteration). In most cases,
this iteration stereotype was initiated by the participants’
ambitions, which led to (incrementally) improved interim
results.
Rework: The rework stereotype occurred when the interim
result of the preceding iteration did not satisfy the requirements, goals, or expectations, due to processed imperfect
information or assumptions. This happened early in the
workshop in situations in which user needs were not properly
investigated and participants were subsequently unable to
reframe their team’s design challenge into a concise problem
statement. Another example involved prototyped solution
concepts that did not meet the main requirements (in the second
phase, and in contrast to predecessors of refinement iterations
which fulfilled the main requirements but secondary were to be
elaborated). Even though it was cumbersome to start in a
rework iteration, the outcome seemed to be very satisfying for
the participants.
Negotiation: Intense negotiations emerged when contentand process-related uncertainties arose in working sessions.
These were expressed during workshop phase one with
questions such as, “What are we doing here?” and “What do
we do next?” [66] They were also expressed when participants
had to deal with their different priorities regarding the next
steps or the project plan as a whole (merely in phase three).
Those iterations were not intended to be of the negotiation
stereotype, but the emerging (working) situation shaped/
transformed the iteration into a negotiation iteration. An honest
discussion with a multi-directional information flow amongst
all participants about the current situation and desired direction
resulted in useful insights and mutual understandings.
However, the integration of each participant’s perspective
became more difficult as the numbers of involved participants
or their responsibilities increased.
Convergence: This stereotype was observed during all
workshop phases, primarily indicating the end of a workshop
phase. Typical forms of appearance were the formulation of the
problem statement/user story at the end of the first workshop
phase, the preparation of the final presentation at the end of
phase two, and the planning of the next steps to transfer the
workshop results into the company (at the end of phase three),
cf. [66]. In each of these examples, the participants were
concerned about the small details in their results, whether they
related to the exact formulation of the persona’s needs (in the
user story), the progressive elimination of remaining design
flaws in their most promising solutions, or the committed

milestones in the action plan (on how to transfer the results and
start the next development phases) which might be optimally
aligned with industrial fair dates. As it was satisfying for the
workshop participants to successfully complete a workshop
phase, the workshop moderator aimed at having such
convergence stereotype iterations at the end of a working day
or in the evening, cf. [66].
Consolidation: The consolidation stereotype was observed
in the third workshop phase, when participants reviewed their
most relevant interim results, sorted out ideas and results, and
determined what they wanted to “take home.” Based on the
created and mutually agreed-upon vision of what should be
achieved in the following year and by formulating the
newspaper article to fixate this vision, the teams then had a
good starting position for defining the next steps in their
organization, such as setting up new projects and advanced
development processes. They reflected on their experiences
and learning and determined how to communicate this to their
colleagues who could not take part in the workshop. While it
was satisfying to finish the workshop with a consolidation
iteration, the participants were also exhausted after two-and-ahalf days filled with new impressions, working approaches,
practicing methods and tools, and hands-on experience in a
highly iterative fuzzy front end product development, cf. [66].
4.2. Distribution of identified iteration characteristics
Table 3 displays the observed occurrence and mean duration
of each observed iteration stereotype in each workshop phase.
Regarding their occurrences, we found an uneven distribution,
both over the total sample and along the three workshop phases.
Over the total sample, Exploration and Refinement dominated
in total occurrence (31.1% and 27.9%, respectively), while
Rework occurred only rarely (2.5%). Along the workshop
phases, roughly half the iterations (49.2%) occurred in phase 1,
more than 40% (42.6%) occurred in phase 2, and less than 10%
(8.2%) occurred in phase 3. More specifically, Negotiation and
Convergence occurred in all three phases. Exploration,
Refinement, and Rework were only observed early on (phases
1 and 2), while Consolidation occurred only later (phases 2 and
3). Ideation was only seen in phase 2. Exploration in phase 1
occurred most often (22.1%). Negotiation appeared mostly in
phase 1 (6.6%) compared to phase 2 (0.8%) and phase 3
(0.8%), while Consolidation appeared mostly in the third phase
(4.9%) compared to phase 1 (none) and phase 2 (0.8%). Finally,
the occurrence of Exploration and Refinement in phases 1 and
2 was almost inverted. While Exploration decreased from
22.1% to 9.0%, Refinement increased from 9.8% to 18.0%.
Regarding the duration of iterations, Table 3 also shows an
uneven distribution among the different stereotypes. While the
mean duration of Refinement was the longest (1:15h), the mean
duration of Rework and Negotiation was the shortest (each
0:40h). Along the workshop phases, the iterations in phase 1
were, on average, the shortest (0:45h). The iterations in phase
2 were the longest (1:23h), while the average duration of all
iterations was about one hour (1:03h).
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Table 3: Occurrence and duration of each observed iteration stereotype (n=122 iterations).
Observed Occurrence of Iterations
Iteration Stereotypes

Iteration Duration: Mean (SD) in [h:mm].

Sum

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Mean (SD)

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

31.1%

22.1%

9.0%

----

1:01 (0:35)

0:49 (0:25)

1:32 (0:37)

----

7.4%

----

7.4%

----

1:03 (0:32)

----

1:03 (0:32)

----

27.9%

9.8%

18.0%

----

1:15 (0:43)

0:48 (0:31)

1:30 (0:42)

----

2.5%

1.6%

0.8%

----

0:40 (0:28)

0:24 (0:10)

1:12 (0:00)

----

Negotiation

8.2%

6.6%

0.8%

0.8%

0:40 (0.24)

0:44 (0:25)

0:35 (0:00)

0:11 (0:00)

Convergence

17.2%

9.0%

5.7%

2.5%

0:57 (0:37)

0:40 (0:28)

1:25 (0:40)

0:55 (0:20)

1:07 (0:39)

----

1:12 (0:00)

1:06 (0:43)

1:03 (0:37)

0:45 (0:26)

1:23 (0:39)

0:57 (0:37)

Exploration
Ideation
Refinement
Rework

Consolidation
Total

5.7%

----

0.8%

4.9%

100.0%

49.2%

42.6%

8.2%

Means

5. Discussion
5.1. Fit between the identified iteration characteristics and
the taxonomy of iterations
The following sections discuss the fit between the identified
iteration characteristics and Wynn and Eckert’s [1] taxonomy
of iteration, presented according to the three functions of
iterations (progressive, corrective, and coordinative).
Fit of progressive iteration stereotypes. While the
definition of Exploration describes problem-solving as one
entity, the workshop iterations first focused on the problem
space and later on the solution space, even though there was
often an overlap and participants learned more about the
problem during solution development. In all other aspects, the
observed iterations complied with the definition.
Concretization did not appear as a dominant iteration
stereotype during the workshops. However, there might have
been aspects of this stereotype in almost all of the observed
iterations when the sub-teams prepared for each of their
interim-presentations by defining details, ensuring consistency
in their stories, and reducing ambiguity about their findings.
The Convergence stereotype was observed in all workshop
phases, and in most cases it marked their end. In each case, the
participants were concerned about the small details of their
results, the progressive elimination of remaining design flaws
in their solutions, and/or the optimal alignment of action plans.
These observations complied with the definition.
Incremental Completion was not observed as a dominant
stereotype but it might have been applicable to aspects of the
workshop design. On the level of workshop phases, the
participants worked in sub-teams simultaneously and in a
similar manner on either their own problem or on a part of the
whole problem by identifying promising solutions. If the
evolving solution parts could be integrated into one solution it
could be regarded as an Incremental Completion; if, however,
a dominant solution emerges it would be considered a
Comparison.
Fit of corrective iteration stereotypes. Rework occurred
when the interim result of the preceding iteration did not satisfy
the requirements/goals, due to processed imperfect information
or assumptions. This might have happened if, for example,

persona needs were not properly investigated or comprehended
so that the participating teams were unable to re-frame the
design challenge. It might also have happened when prototyped
solutions did not fulfill the main requirements (in contrast to
predecessors of Refinement which fulfilled the main
requirements but secondary were elaborated). While it is
frustrating to start a rework iteration, its results seem to be very
satisfying. This complies with the definition.
Fit of coordinative iteration stereotypes. Besides the
actual observed iteration stereotypes of progressive and
corrective iterations (on a working level) for which we
collected data, there were also coordinative iterations (on the
management level), both in the taxonomy and the workshop
setting, even though we did not directly collect iteration
occurrence-specific data relating to them.
Negotiation: The observed iterations complied with the
definition, as they emerged during working sessions and
transformed the iterations’ intended stereotype to a negotiation
stereotype. Thus, process-related questions on a working level
escalated to the management level where the moderator could
handle them. Moreover, we observed workshops that started
with a negotiation iteration, cf. [52].
5.2. New iteration characteristics beyond the taxonomy
Ideation (Progressive): There is no direct theoretical
counterpart of the observed ideation iterations. While it is also
addressing the solution space (by coming up with potential
solutions), it differs from ‘Exploration’ in having a clearly
formulated and well-defined problem statement as goal to be
tackled. Furthermore, exploration deals with already-existing
problems and solutions that are discovered, while ideation
comprises iterations in which ideas and potential solutions are
generated and developed.
Consolidation (Progressive): This does not have a direct
theoretical counterpart of the observed consolidation iterations.
Refinement refers to secondary improvements in spare time,
while Consolidation is focused on relevant results and sorting
out the rest. Thus, we placed it in with the progressive
stereotypes, as it brings all relevant information and knowledge
together (after several problem-solving iterations), encourages
reflection on the process, and thus demonstrates that iterative
situations may be necessary to achieve a common goal.
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5.3. Not-observed iteration characteristics

5.4. Occurrence and duration of iterations

The New Work (Corrective) stereotype did not appear
during the workshops, which might be explained by the
iterative workshop design. It was assumed that situations of
New Work would be handled in a sequence of iterations, e.g. a
“failed” (prototyping) Refinement, followed by an Exploration
(of other solution principles) and another Refinement.
Churn (Corrective) was not applied in-situ to characterize
iterations. However, it might be applicable for iterations that
happened directly before – i.e. causing/calling for – Rework
iterations, in case of failed (Convergence) iterations. As we
split the characterization from the performance evaluation
during the interviews, we could distinguish between failed
Convergence (i.e. with low effectiveness) and Churn. Even
though we did not observe Churn as a dominant stereotype
during the workshop, it might be applicable for re-evaluating
iterations after a workshop.
Governance (Coordinative) was not observed as a dominant
stereotype but it might be applicable for aspects of the
workshop management. The workshop concept comprised
three phases, each of which consisted of a sequence of
iterations. As the participants were not familiar with the
workshop process, they were guided by a workshop moderator.
This moderator facilitated the PFD session at each iteration’s
end and eased the change from one iteration to the next. As this
was a recurring process, the moderator’s feedback enabled
timely completion of the workshop, within the budget, and of
high quality. The data gathering (and moderator coaching by
the authors) can be interpreted as governance.
Parallelization (Coordinative) was not observed as a
dominant stereotype of single iterations but it might be
applicable to aspects of the workshop progress on the whole.
During the workshops, several (3 to 5) sub-teams worked in
parallel on their specific sub-challenges. Although the frequent
PFD sessions provided the opportunity to incorporate the
information and insights of other sub-teams, there might have
been a “phase-shift” of applied methods or tools over the course
of iterations.
The Comparison (Coordinative) iteration was not observed
as a dominant stereotype of single iterations but it might be
applicable for aspects of the workshop progress on the whole.
Especially after Ideation iterations, the participants had a huge
amount of ideas on how to approach their problem statements.
The subsequent iterations were dedicated to clustering,
visualizations, prototyping etc. and individually characterized
with Exploration, Refinement, or Convergence. However,
considering the entire second workshop phase, they were
working on – and singling out – most of their generated
alternatives.
Finally, Concentration (Coordinative) was not observed as a
dominant stereotype of single iterations but it might be
applicable for aspects of the research setting on the whole. On
the level of a single company participating in such a workshop,
the workshop itself could be conceptualized as a concentrated
iterative situation, as different ideas and capabilities were
brought together in a spatiotemporal manner in this companyexternal ideation space. On the level of the research space, we
conducted a series of nearly standardized workshops.

Both the occurrence and duration of iterations varied and
depended on their context. Exploration and Refinement were
most dominant among all stereotypes, and while Exploration
dominated phase 1, Refinement dominated phase 2. The
additionally identified stereotypes of Ideation and Consolidation accounted for more than 13% of the whole sample (7.4%
and 5.7%) and occurred in either phase 2 only (Ideation) or in
both phase 2 and phase 3 (Consolidation). Also the mean
duration of iteration stereotypes deviated from the overall
average of 1:03h. While Refinement took, on average, a rather
long time (1:15h), both Rework and Negotiation were clearly
shorter (both 0:40h). In contrast to the work of Smith and
Tjandra [21], our study design allowed for frequent iterations
especially in the early workshop, showed that iterations got by
trend longer during the workshop’s progress (iterations in
phase 1 compared to iterations in either phase 2 or 3), and
enabled discussions among workshop participants throughout
the process.
5.5. Expected and unexpected iterations
We observed both expected and unexpected iterations.
Considering the elements of iteration, we identified more than
100 provoked iterations with a frequent switching between
“working” and “presentation-feedback-discussion,” which was
indeed expected. Considering their appearance, we also noted
unexpected iterations [63] such as Negotiation which emerged
from other stereotype intentions.
Moreover, both approaches of describing iteration with
either their elements or their appearance can be integrated and
directly applied in the FFE of PDPs [64]. With respect to the
iteration elements, the used definition of an iterative, recurring
cycle consisting of working and presentation-feedbackdiscussion, deviates from that of Daniel et al. [22] and
Andreasen [23] only in phase shifting. Regarding their
appearance, we found empirical evidence of iteration
stereotypes with progressive and corrective functions as
described by Wynn and Eckert [1]; we additionally identified
the stereotypes of Ideation and Consolidation. Moreover, we
could observe how Negotiation iterations initially emerged
from other iteration characteristics. However, we did not
observe Repetition which might be traced back to the applied
definition of iterations, as a series of iterations has a repetitive
characteristic.
5.6. Extension of the iteration stereotype taxonomy
According to the concept of divergence and convergence in
design processes [28] and in line with the “breathe in, breathe
out” pattern posited by Mussgnug et al. [29], we can cluster the
stereotypes into three “breathing-conditions”:
• “Breathe in” refers to the concept of divergence, when the
workshop participants were broadening the considered
problem and solution space in iterations characterized as
part of the Exploration or Ideation stereotypes.
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• “Breathe out,” in contrast, refers to the concept of
convergence, when the participants were narrowing down
their problem and solution space by conducting iterations
characterized as belonging to the Convergence or
Consolidation stereotypes.
• “Hold breath” comprises iterations that fit neither
divergence nor convergence, such as the stereotypes of
Refinement, Rework, and Negotiation.
Based on our findings and the taxonomy of Wynn and
Eckert [1], we propose an extended coding scheme for
iterations on a working level. Aside from the observed
stereotypes that fit directly into the framework of progressive,
corrective, and coordinative iteration functions, the stereotypes
of New Work, Churn, Concretization, and Incremental Completion can also be related to the three breathing conditions, as
described in Table 4. The coordination stereotypes of
Governance, Parallelization, Comparison, and Concentration
do not fit on a level of intra-workshop iterations, but can be
related to aspects of the workshop moderation and
organization, as discussed above. This coding scheme might
support further research to investigate a potential link between
iteration stereotypes and the concept of divergence and
convergence in design and development processes.
Table 4: Extended coding scheme for iterations of progressive and corrective
stereotypes (on working-level). Data could be gathered for *-highlighted
stereotypes, #-highlighted stereotypes appeared outside the taxonomy by
Wynn & Eckert [1].
Iteration function

Breathe in

Hold breath

Breathe out

Coordinative

--

Negotiation*

--

Corrective

New work

Rework*

--

Progressive

Ideation#

Refinement*

Convergence*

Exploration*

Concretization

Consolidation#

Churn

Incr. completion

5.7. Limitations
As we investigated real design teams with company-specific
challenges in real PDPs, our study was conducted in a semicontrolled research environment. Thus, potential background
variables such as team composition and the complexity of
workshop challenges were defined by the participating
companies. Moreover, most of our data related to progressive
and corrective iteration stereotypes, although coordinative
stereotypes were also associated with the workshop setting.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we offer corroboration for and advancement of
the concept of iteration stereotypes in the FFE of real PDPs.
Contributions are first and foremost related to the empirical
evidence of several already well-described iteration stereotypes, as well as the additionally identified progressive
stereotypes of Ideation and Consolidation. Using the example
of emerging Negotiations, we have shown how iterations can
change their intended functions from progressive/corrective to
coordinative, i.e. from a working to a management level.
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Moreover, we highlighted the uneven distribution in
occurrence and duration of iteration stereotypes. Thus, we
corroborate and empirically extend the taxonomy of iteration
stereotypes of Wynn and Eckert [1] in cases in which observed
iterations could be characterized in-situ.
Second, we associate the stereotypes to the concept of
divergence and convergence in design processes [28], leading
to a proposed coding scheme for iterations on the working
level. This may help practitioners facilitate the design process
within the FFE of PDPs.
Third, we show that both approaches of describing iterations
(with either their elements or their appearance) can be integrated and directly applied in the FFE of PDPs. Applying this
guideline is also a convenient and practical approach to keeping
the workshop overview from the moderator’s point of view.
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